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Abstract 
Is weather a factor that determines the efficiency of public life in European cities? It can be 
said that every six months public life changes radically in European cities in response to 
changes in the weather, such as, the type of activities that take place. Furthermore, in these 
European cities, culture is another important characteristic of public life. In the first stages 
the results of this research, identified the following characteristics as factors of efficiency of 
public life in these cities: climate, the mobility system, the historic area, vitality, materials, 
vegetation and buildings. These variables define the quality of public life in the cities studied. 
Weather conditions determine many of the patterns of urban organization. All these features 
would require the analysis of multiple variables which would be impossible to carry out 
manually. Thus, this article suggests the design of a software application that could enable 
the analysis of public life in light of these efficiency factors, to guide the city to sustainability. 
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INTRODUCTION  
A city is more complex when its organization is greater and its energy expenditure smaller, this 
equation is synonymous with efficiency (Rueda, 1997). This variable determines a city's 
adaptation to its location and formal responses to climatic conditions (Oke, 1988). The 
organization of a city includes common spaces available to everyone, as a characteristic of public 
life. For example, cities in Italy and France, such as: Aosta, Milan, Verona, Venice, Florence, 
Rome, and Paris, each have long histories and prove to be a model of the relationship between 
place, public life and climate. 

Public space is understood as everything that can be considered part of the built 
environment, for example streets, buildings, alleys and squares. Public life should be understood 
as everything that happens in public space. I. e. the interplay between life and space in all its 
guises. Weather and Life are difficult to predict (Gehl, 2013), for this reason it is necessary to 
evaluate aspects of public life in order to understand the interaction between life and public 
space. If it is possible to identify some tools that help to improve public spaces, then urban public 
spaces can be better designed. One of these tools is observation of human patterns in public 
spaces and how these patterns are related to climate. Observation methodology was proposed 
by the architect Jan Gehl (2010; 2013) and it was used to study public life in cities (RIBA, 2009). 
This methodology is composed of six (6) steps summarized in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Methodology for the study of public life (Based on: Gehl, 2010; 2013).   

Prepared by the authors. 
 

Regarding this point, climatic conditions determine many of the forms of organization in European 
cities. So, is weather an efficiency factor that determines public life in European cities? All of 
these scenarios require the analysis of multiple variables that are impossible to review by hand. 
Thus, it is necessary to design a computer application that is able to establish relationships 
between different variables to provide sustainability guidelines in a city, and also to optimally 
identify human activities within it (Gehl, 2004; 2014). The main aim of this study is to identify the 
value of the climate factor in public life and how it impacts the public space. 

This article is the result of research regarding the evaluation of the efficiency of public life 
in European cities carried out by the "Computer Applications in Architecture" hotbed of research, 
belonging to the Faculty of Design at the Catholic University of Colombia. Work was developed in 
the second half of 2014 and is currently in its second phase during 2015. As a result of the first 
stage of work, the following article aims to present the partial results of the identification of basic 
characteristics, required by a city at a general level to be efficient in generating optimal public life. 
With these variables, it is intended that a software application will be developed evaluate 
qualitatively and quantitatively the efficiency of public life in cities from a baseline that studies 
different cities worldwide. 

METHODOLOGY 
This research focused on six (6) European cities, which were chosen from a subjective sampling 
by reasoned description. The selection was made based on the number of inhabitants in the city 
and the city's density (see Table 1). The other variable was the behavior of the population in 
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relation to public life, as well as the relationship between the pedestrian and the car in the city. 
The methodology used to develop this research followed the outline of the methodology below: 

 
Establishment of a baseline. 
Construction of indicators to assess the quality of public life in cities. 
 
Design of a computer application. 
Development of the engineering process to implement the IT application on different devices 
Validation of the computer application and formation of a Start Up program to assess the impact 
and market opportunity. 

 
Table 1 : Object of study (Source: Cubillos & Castillo, 2014). 

EUROPEAN CITIES 

County City Population 
size Density Hab /Km2 

ITALY 

Aosta 34934 1616 

Florence 378236 3709 

Milan 1345900 7404 

Rome 2796102 2176 

Venice 270884 654 

Verona 265083 1254 

FRANCE Paris 2249975 21347 
 
 

This article only refers to the first two steps of the methodology, in which the baseline was 
established and indicators for assessing the quality of public life in cities were decided upon. The 
results identified the following characteristics as factors that define public life in the cities. In 
public life human beings seek, conditions that relate environmental, social and physical 
components (Casals-Three, 2009; Edwards, 2001; Gehl, 1987). Our research explains how the 
city constantly relates these three components. The analysis of fieldwork in European cities led to 
the following partial results: 
 

• Firstly, it considers the climate as a key factor between environmental and social 
components, since this marks all human behavior. 
• Secondly, activities related to social and physical components are reflected in 
scenarios that change over time.  

 
In short, the physical components are the basis of a system of multiple forms that are connecting 
to environment and gives character to the space of the city; this is particularly true in European 
cities. The following features, which can be used to guide efficiency in aspects of public life in 
cities, will be discussed below, these are: vitality, the mobility system, the historic city, materials, 
buildings, vegetation and climate. 
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PUBLIC LIFE VARIABLES 
VITALITY - Connecting the new and the old, mixed uses, tourism, customs and routine. 
The function of European cities has various uses, allowing pedestrian streets to produce an 
almost uncontrollable vitality (Dalsgaard, 2012). The new and the old are continuously mixed, 
restored buildings are the usual form of construction, and the diversity of uses well matched 
amongst them. However, the optimum use of land is more important, for example, in Paris, a 
main road passes under the Paris Saint Germain football stadium, linking it to commerce, 
housing and the entrance to the subway. 
 
MOBILITY SYSTEM - Integrated Transport, scale distances. 
In European cities different means of transportation are used according to the scale of the 
journey. The high-speed train connects international routes, the regional train is used for national 
journeys and the Metro across the city. Buses are used for short trips throughout the city and the 
public bicycle system is used in the city, as it is an effective way to reduce the environmental 
impact of travel and to significantly decrease CO2 emissions (Dekoster, 2000; Hill, 2014). 
 
PUBLIC SPACE VARIABLES 
HISTORICAL CITY - Medieval City, irregular, radial, connecting roads, pedestrian streets 
and squares, historical layers. 
Narrow, pedestrian streets and irregular squares of various sizes are an essential part of the 
sense of discovering a European city. Squares are irregular spaces, often containing some 
architectural or sculptural object to observe. For example in Florence, the Piazza del Duomo 
church of Santa Maria del Fiore has the baptistery in the middle, in the Piazza della Signoria, the 
Palazzo Vecchio is to the side and the entrance of the Louvre museum in Paris is found in the 
middle of the square. 
 
MATERIALS – Climate, need, culture. 
Seasons and altitude generate certain needs that must be met, which change cyclically, and are 
different with respect to each place. For example, in northern Europe, materials like stone 
baseboards are used, and wooden decks for the upper floors and the interior. The materials are 
different to those used in construction along the coast of Italy and other warmer places in Europe. 
In these cases, the use of concrete, larger windows, higher ceilings and a more diverse handling 
of materials are observed. But one thing common to all European cities is the improved use of 
technology, for example, basic building elements using window air chambers are widespread, 
both in new buildings and restorations, and the implementation of improved heating systems, 
which respond to climate and comfort efficiently (Comfort et al, 2010). 
 
BUILDINGS – Scales, public space oriented configuration. 
European cities are characterized by their typology and scale. Buildings set the stage for the 
many different activities that take place in a city. It is difficult to speak of an urban typology that 
configures these buildings. For example, the streets of Milan and Paris are often covered by 
platforms. In Florence, there are two important loggias, which are city halls, one for traditional 
markets and the other to exhibit Greco-Roman and Renaissance sculptures. Another example of 
these architectural elements is the estoas surrounding the plaza of the Cathedral of St. Peter in 
the Vatican. The ratio of the scale of the buildings to urban space has aesthetic perceptual 
benefits; the ornamentation of the facades is close to the observer, which gives comfort and 
fosters a more pleasant interior-exterior relationship. 
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VEGETATION - Character space 
In European cities, vegetation gives character to spaces; flowers and vines are incorporated in 
gardens, terraces, patios, balconies, walls and roofs. In public spaces they are purposely 
positioned alongside trees and shrubs. For example, in one of the first French gardens (The 
Tuileries Gardens, Paris), trees and shrubs are planted in a logical order, such that they form 
small spaces where sculptures can be observed; the trees that border the Champs Elysees are 
another example. 
 
KEY FACTORS 
CLIMATE – Seasons, awareness of time, patterns of public life versus patterns of public 
space. 
Public life in European cities changes cyclically according to the seasons. Depending on these, 
public activities in cities increase or decrease, as does the flow of people in public spaces. Thus 
the climate determines these flows and the type of activities that take place in public spaces. 

To identify the variables of the city, fieldwork was conducted over two months in the 
selected European cities. To develop the observation methodology it was necessary to modify 
the observation method to add the climate factor. This methodology is composed of eight (8) 
steps summarized in Figure 2. 

Datasheet

1 2

3 4

Form aspect

Public space Public life Climate factor City life

Interactions78

Observe

Ocacionally moments in 
public space

56

Documented

Interpreted

By Camera and Drawings.Observatión in the city People behavoir mapped Analyzed

 
 

Figure 2 
Study of public life: Methodology applied to fieldwork. Prepared by the authors. 

 

The proposed methodology focused its analysis on the relationships between and characteristics 
of the stated independent variables: public space and public life. To identify the relationships 
between and the characteristics of the selected variables one technique was applied; factor 
analysis (See Table 2). Factor analysis identified the interrelationship of four independent 
variables through the construction of a two level matrix. 

To test the climate variable over the European cities it was necessary to carry out 
fieldwork and implement a pilot. The design experiment consisted of selecting public spaces that 
are easily identifiable to people and to which all the variables of the study could be applied at the 
same time. 
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Table 2: Factorial design matrix tool. Prepared by the authors. 

ITEM Historical City  B1 Buildings B2 Materials B3 Vegetation B4

Relationships

Mobility system  A2 Climate (A2, B1) Climate (A2, B2) Climate (A2, B3) Climate (A2, B4)

Climate (A1, B4)Vitality  A1 Climate (A1, B1) Climate (A1, B2) Climate (A1, B3)Public Life                        
(Factor 1)

Public Space      (Factor 2)

 
 
PARTIAL RESULTS 
The fieldwork consisted of observing the variables of the climate factor in the cities. To test this 
concept it was necessary to design two datasheets to evaluate the variables (See Table 3).
To identify the relationship of public life and public space factors, the first datasheet evaluated the 
vitality variables against the historical city, buildings, materials and vegetation. The second 
datasheet evaluated the mobility system against the same four variables used in the previous 
datasheet. All variables had a measuring system from 1 to 10 points. The fieldwork was done in 
specific public spaces of the cities studied: 1) Big canal Venice, Italy. 2) Paninoteca Down town 
Venice, Italy. 3) Loggia craft market Florence, Italy 4) Eiffel tower, Paris, France. 5) Down Town 
Milan, Italy.  6) Tabacchi Rome, Italy.  

Table  3: Datasheet fieldwork results. Prepared by the authors. 

Factor Public life                                   
(Factor 1)                                   

Variable Vitality  A1                
(1-10 points)

Historical City  B1 (1-
10 points)

Buildings B2             
(1-10 points)

Materials B3            
(1-10 points)

Vegetation B4          
(1-10 points)

Aosta 5 7 2 8 5
Florence 5 9 9 8 5
Milan 10 5 4 4 5
Roma 6 7 5 3 9
Venetia 1 8 9 8 4
Verona 5 7 9 9 2

Factor Public life                                   
(Factor 1)                                   

Variable Mobility system  A2           
(1-10 points)

Historical City  B1 (1-
10 points)

Buildings B2             
(1-10 points)

Materials B3            
(1-10 points)

Vegetation B4          
(1-10 points)

Aosta 4 8 4 5 7
Florence 5 2 8 2 7
Milan 7 2 6 3 6
Roma 5 6 4 4 3
Venetia 2 8 6 5 3
Verona 8 8 2 3 7

Public Space                                                                                                                            
(Factor 2)                                                                              

9 8 5Mode 5 7

Media 5 7 7 8 5

Public Space                                                                                                                            
(Factor 2)                                                                              

Mean 5 7 6 7 5

6

Media 5 7 5 4 7

Mean 5 6

4 5 7Mode 85

5 4

 
 
Chart 1 shows the relationships between the variables studied. The historical city variable has a 
35% vitality impact in comparison with the Mobility System variable which has an impact of 30%. 
However the Buildings variable has a 30% vitality impact, meanwhile the mobility is lower at 25%. 
The materials variable exhibits a greater impact equivalent to 35% vitality variable, and at the 
same time the mobility system decreases to 20%. Finally the vegetation variable presents an 
increase in the mobility System- equivalent to 20%- and the vitality variable decrease to 25%. 
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Chart 1 

Analysis of partial results; relationships between variables. Prepared by the author

DISCUSSION 
Regarding the question posed in the introduction, is climate an efficiency factor that determines 
public life in European cities? It can be said that every six months, daily life changes dramatically 
in European cities, for example, family activities take place during the winter season (December-
February) over the course of normal activities. In contrast, in the summer season there is a long 
holiday in which many people rest for two to three months (June-August). This means that it is in 
summer when the greatest number of people is felt, whether it be those on vacation in their own 
city, or as tourists elsewhere, also adding to the tourist population that comes from other 
continents (see Figure No. 3). 

The response to a given climate that occurs is determined by the type of activities taking 
place in cities. In Italy, cities and towns often arrange all kinds of events in parks and public 
spaces. In response to the increased population demand the activities carry on throughout the 
day, as the sun rises at 6 am and it gets dark at 9 pm. Tourist offices have plans in these major 
cities. Galleries and museums develop strategies in order to avoid congestion in access to public 
spaces. 

Additionally, in Italian cities, food culture is an important factor in that lifestyle. For 
example, lunch is reduced to something light which gives provenance to the cafes at noon, that 
place their furniture on the pedestrian streets and squares (see Figure No. 4). Consequently, 
these sites become meeting places, and almost any place that has space for coffee will be 
occupied by all kinds of people. Later, when people leave work, (again there is a noted increase 
in the amount of people in the streets), meetings take place in bars and restaurants (see Figure 
No. 5). It is observed that at around 8pm the restaurants are full, this is a key activity people 
devote time to and it can last until 11 pm. 

These activities cause the gathering of people and public space is used in relation to their 
need. Thus, conveniently cafes, bars and restaurants occupy public space, but also artisanal and 
food markets. This means that buildings set the stage for these activities and generate curiosity 
on the streets, which become small meeting points, in all possible ways (see Figure No. 6). It is 
necessary to clarify that the cities, because of their history, are walled and a river usually flows 
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through them; several have ruins and pedestrian streets, as is the case in Milan, Rome or Paris 
(see Figure No. 7). However, the highways between cities are a definite frame shaping the outer 
roads of the city and preventing cars from crossing the city, instead making them drive around it 
and enter at the correct point. 
 
In European cities, transport systems can be described by their scope or scale, as follows: 

• High-speed trains travelling long distances between major and international cities which 
reach speeds up to 300 km. / H. Regional trains run between towns and villages and are 
slower. Railways are the same for both transport systems and do not necessarily go along 
the line of the highway. 
• Milan is a special case, in which the tram runs to the city centre with fixed bus stops and 
rail stations (See Figure No. 8) 
• In Venice, the vaporettos run as buses, there are gondolas that operate small tours and 
taxis that circulate through the channels. Towards the island, there are walkways called 
streets. The continental urban area of the city is industrial, residential, corporate, and is 
served by a small city bus. 
• The public bike system is found on larger pavements and varies according to each city's 
method of payment or renting. In Paris for example, you pay by card. The bikes are 
adapted to be supported by  bollard on the street and so that they can be paid for by card 
(see Figure No. 9). 
• Finally, pedestrian walkways are a way to connect squares or villages, as is the example 
in Italian medium-sized cities such as the intersection of Selva Val Gardena - Santa 
Cristina - Ortisei; these routes are commercial, cultural or scenic. It should be noted that 
vegetation, which gives colour and joy depending on the time of year (see Figure No 10) 
is always present. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, the weather does determine public life in European cities, because how a city 
responds to the climate determines the type of activities that take place within it. Weather 
conditions determine many of the patterns of  urban organization, this leads us to understand the 
relationship that is established between vegetation, the type of materials used and the building, 
which thus define the quality of the perception that people have of the city. For example, the 
weather defines the system of mobility in the city, the relationship between the different buildings, 
the environment and how it is perceived. 

Consequently, guiding the city towards sustainability requires greater urban organization 
and lower energy consumption, allowing optimum adaptation to the location and climate. The 
analysis of public life has the potential to define the efficiency of a city, because it allows one to 
evaluate qualitatively and quantitatively, identifying common features in any city. The European 
cities studied showed a close relationship between location, climate and public life. 
     It is for this reason that the design of a software application that enables the analysis of public 
life in light of the efficiency factor, which shows the behavior of the people within the city, is 
justified. Finally, these tools would generate optimal responses that would provide the design 
criteria of any public space, understanding that better answers in the urban and architectural 
sphere enable better responses to the environment and better adaptability to the climate. 
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Figure 3. (Left) Big canal, Venice Italy (Source: Castillo, 2014); Figure 4. (Right) Paninoteca, 
Verona Italy (Source: Castillo, 2014). 

 

    
 

Figure 5. (Left) Tratoria, Venice Italy (Source: Castillo, 2014); Figure 6. (Right) Loggia craft 
market, Florence Italy (Source: Castillo, 2014). 
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Figure 7. (Left) View of the River Seine from the Eiffel Tower, Paris, France (Source: Castillo, 
2014); Figure 8. (Right) Tram, Milan Italy (Source: Castillo, 2014). 

 

    
 

Figure 9. (Left) Public bicycles, Paris (Source: Castillo, 2014); Figure 10. (Right) Tabacchi, Rome 
Italy (Source: Castillo, 2014).
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